
Attendance
========
Gilles, James, Giuseppe, David, Tiziana, Emir, Alvaro

Apologies:
Joanna, Cyril

Minutes
======
SAMAP
feedback from OTAG: Polish NGI will not continue developing this.  Seemed to be not 
enough interest.

We need to document how to do uncertified sites in regional nagios (check with ROC LA)

- issue is with WMS.  Need a single WMS which can submit to uncertified sites.  One 
solution is CERN continues to run a 'uncertified site' WMS.

Emir:  To write up the process on how to integrate uncertified site.

Tiziana: NGI_PL willing to work to implement this, including in MyEGI
James:  Contact marcin re: integrating samap type submission in MyEGI

Robot Certs: still waiting on Cream CE ... no hurry any more to do it.

Giusppe:  Can any ROC have a robot cert in OPS?
James:  Yes, if you can get one, you can use it.

ITEM: Emir/Wojciech to write down how MDDB would work in a new model... And we'll sync 
through a Hash.pm or the time being.

GOCDB3/4:  We'll switch in validation instance to check.
  - Gilles/Emir has confirmed that GOCDB4 works ok for nagios modules
  - ATP is done too
  - Now we need to change the endpoints.

James: How a configure a 'Site Nagios' page is needed in the Twiki.

Roundtable
========
GOCDB
------------
Discussion on when to do GOCDB3/4 switch in OTAG.
Decided to postpone migration because close to end of project, and some tools still waiting to 
migrate.  Wait until EGI is started and things stabilize in terms of roles + personnel (June ?)

Waiting on Top-BDII configurator + Accounting Portal

Gilles:  Check on how renaming sites works in terms of keeping historical accounting data.

APEL
--------
Decision taken to certify publisher in 3.2 and not in 3.1.  New GLITE_APEL node type.  
Working with some french sites in pre-prod.



SAM/Nagios
------------------
Regionalization:  Process has started.  7 ROCS ready for validation.  Working with ROCs on 
individual issues.  finishing comparison script to automatically compare the instance.

Giuseppe:  Didn't get notification of ticket.
ACTION:  David should send mail to regional-nagios-admins mentioning the wiki page and 
that the process has started.

Accounting Portal
-------------------------
Generated package for regional accounting portal.  No yaim yet to configure.  Looking for 
sites to test.     

Tiziana:  To send list of possible beta test NGIs to Alvaro.

Mailed reports
==========
1) GStat 1.0
 a. There was an GStat 1.0 maintenance event and performance issue in the middle of 
March, also an issue on the WSDL service on the SAM portal in the end of March that 
caused to the non-published/empty testing records on the SAM portal. David Collados has 
helped to contact GridView to recalculate the service availabilities for the sites impacted.
 b. GStat 1.0 has changed to use GOCDB 4 PI in the early of this month.
 c. Users reported the problems on GStat 1.0 publishing out-of-date information on the web. 
And it turns out that it's caused by the issue on the sync of GOCDB 3 and 4 database. Has 
reported the cases to GOCDB team.
2) GStat 2.0
 a. finished testing and ready for the first official release.

AOB
===
Giuseppe:  Availability statistics for comparing.
ACTION David:  Send Giuseppe link to sam/nag avail comparision tool.

Next Meeting :  Next thursday to checkpoint the regionalization of nagios status.


